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Chapter 211: Go, grab them all 

"Haha, it's just so-so." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and withdrew his mental power, all the small objects floating around immediately 

fell to the ground. 

Although the words were so-so, Su Lang was still quite excited. 

The spiritual power of the Ningwu realm has brought him three times the range of spiritual perception 

and preliminary thought power and object protection ability. 

And what excites him most is another ability-mental attack! 

"From now on, anyone whose mental power is too weaker than me, if there is no mental protection, 

stare at everyone to die, hahahaha!" 

Su Lang was ecstatic in his heart, and his face also showed uncontrollable excitement. 

"Furthermore, when my spiritual power reaches the realm of foggy fog, I will no longer be afraid of 

Wuhuang's spiritual attack." 

Su Lang sneered at the thought of Emperor Ji Jia Wu who killed his clone with mental attacks before. 

If Emperor Ji Jia Wu dared to use mental attacks against him again, then Emperor Ji Jia Wu would 

definitely suffer a big loss. 

Because no one can drive all the mental power to attack the enemy, at most it will use half of it. 

In the case of the same mental level. 

The attacker can only use half of his mental power, while the defender can use all his mental power to 

let go. There is no suspense between which one wins and which loses! 

"Hey Hey!" 

"Emperor Wu's mental attack cannot pose a threat to me. In this Eastern City, I can already walk 

sideways!" 

Su Lang showed a murderous expression on his face, "Then, next, I will charge you a little more 

interest!" 

Taking out the map, Su Lang began to search for suitable targets for the robbery. 

To upgrade the clone dispatch, you still need 6 million middle-grade spirit stones! 

At this time, there was no threat in Dongfang City, how could Su Lang let go of those shiny gold coins 

and spirit stones. 

You know, Ji's family and Cao Zuo are more than an industry of pill shops! 

"Go, grab them all!" 
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After selecting the target, Su Lang smiled coldly and dispatched all the eight clones. 

at the same time. 

In Dongfang Building, three martial emperors Cao Zuo, Ji Yuan, and Ren Tianfeng gathered together. 

"Guard Cao Zuo, are you really sure that Su Lang has a spatial attribute technique? You know that is a 

god-level technique!" 

Ren Tianfeng and Ji Yuan looked at Cao Zuo with scorching eyes, and a trace of greed appeared on their 

faces from time to time. 

"According to the situation of several battles in the air, the possibility that Su Lang has a spatial attribute 

technique is as high as 90%!" 

Cao Zuo said decisively, "Otherwise, he would not disappear silently under my nose!" 

Ji Yuan showed excitement, "If that's the case, then this Su Lang absolutely can't be released! Nor can it 

be simply killed!" 

"Of course!" 

Cao Zuo showed resentment, "I want him to live in pain!" 

Ren Tianfeng groaned: "Cao Zuo guards, this child has spatial attribute skills, but it is not easy to grasp, 

do you have countermeasures?" 

"Presumably your lord also knows." 

"In order to prevent fierce beasts with spatial attributes from entering the city, there is a space to 

imprison formations on the barriers." 

"Although this type of space confinement formation is extremely expensive, it can generally only be 

activated during the wave of fierce beasts." 

"But as the guardian of the Eastern Town, it's not up to me to decide when to open it!" 

Cao Zuomulu sneered, "As long as I discovered that Su Lang might have the spatial attribute technique, I 

ordered someone to open the formation. 

Su Lang's child was eager to stay some pill spirit stones in the city, and at this time he could no longer 

use Space Teleport. 

If we want to catch him, it is all about catching a turtle in the urn. " 

"It turns out that the space confinement formation has already begun." 

Ren Tianfeng suddenly realized, "This formation will consume tens of millions of middle-grade spirit 

stones in just one day. Cao Zuo is really willing to guard!" 

Cao Zuo laughed loudly: "Haha, as long as you can catch Su Lang and ask for spatial attribute exercises, 

tens of millions of middle-grade spirit stones are a fart!" 

"indeed!" 



Ji Yuan sighed, "The value of spatial attribute exercises is no longer measurable by spirit stones." 

Ren Tianfeng nodded in agreement. 

At this time. 

Suddenly, Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan looked at the same time, and took out the letter jade card. 

"Su Lang's children are starting to rob our shop again!" 

Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan said in unison, they couldn't help but looked at each other, and immediately 

laughed instead of anger! 

"Humph!" 

"This Su Lang child really got into the eye of money!" 

"Let him **** it, and in the end, even the benefits will be spit out to us!" 

"..." 

The two sneered for a while, and immediately issued an order-give up all resistance and let Su Lang rob! 

Chapter 212: Ten-level avatar dispatch function! 

Inside the Oriental City. 

Su Lang's clone is looting frantically. 

Cao Zuo and Ji's major shops completely gave up resistance. 

As soon as Su Lang's avatar showed up and revealed his aura, the other party obediently handed over 

everything. 

Within a few minutes, Su Lang looted eight fat stores. 

Among them, the most loot was obtained from the weapon shop, and he even harvested two junior king 

weapons. 

Su Lang did not hesitate to equip the clone! 

At the same time, he also found abnormalities in these shops. 

"All gave up resistance?" 

"It makes sense for one family to give up resistance, and eight families give up at the same time..." 

Su Lang raised his brows, "It is estimated that Cao Zuo and Ji's family gave the order. Is this a sign of 

weakness, or is there another plan?" 

After a while of doubt, Su Lang gave up guessing. 

Anyway, waiting for the strength to improve, let him and Cao Zuo and others play flowers, it is just a 

chicken! 
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"Look at how many spirit stones there are already?" 

Su Lang licked his lips with excitement, "System, deposit all the gold coins and spirit stones!" 

"Ding! All gold coins and spirit stones have been deposited in the system!" 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang watched the spirit stone balance skyrocket, and finally reached the 

terrifying eight-digit number-11238968! 

"Haha, over 11 million middle-grade spirit stones!" 

Su Lang grinned and immediately ordered, "The system, upgrade the one-click treasure hunt function 

and the clone dispatch function!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million middle-grade spirit stones, the one-click treasure hunting function has 

been upgraded to level 9, and the number of treasure hunting flying flying gliders has increased to 512!" 

"Ding! Consume 10 million middle-grade spirit stones, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 

10, the number of clones is +1, and the current number of clones is 10!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the clone dispatch function to level 10. You have obtained the new 

bonus functions ‘Clone Replacement’ and ‘Medium Wisdom’!" 

After the wonderful system prompts, a series of information was instilled into Su Lang's mind. 

Soon, Su Lang understood the function of the two bonus functions, which made him instantly excited. 

Among them, the ‘medium spiritual intelligence’ gives the clone more complex thinking. 

This allows the clone to execute more complex instructions and communicate with life simply. 

"Hey, you can!" 

"With medium intelligence, when the clone executes orders, it can be more accurate!" 

Su Lang frowned and smiled, very satisfied with this feature. 

However, this feature is far worse than ‘Clone Replace’! 

Because the role of clone replacement is to exchange positions with the selected clone in 0.1 second! 

This feature is extremely abnormal! 

With the clone replacement, it is equivalent to having eight mobile teleportation arrays! 

Where you want to go, you only need to dispatch the clone to the destination and exchange locations 

again! 

In addition, this is an extremely powerful life-saving skill. 

If Su Lang encounters an overwhelming danger, he can exchange positions with the clone and escape 

the danger by just holding for 0.1 second! 

It can be said that as long as the safety of this 0.1 second can be guaranteed, it is equivalent to how 

many clones there are, and there are as many lives as Su Lang! 



"My fork, this function is not weaker than the swallowing clone!" 

"It's worthy of a 10th level gift function, it's awesome!" 

Su Lang couldn't help letting out a deep and excited laugh, "Hey, with the clone replacement, I can get 

more waves!" 

"Oh...Brother Su Lang..." 

Seeing that Su Lang started to giggle again, Ji Ruxue couldn't help but sighed, and by the way also told 

Murong Xianxian about Su Lang's little problem. 

at the same time. 

Under the impetus of the three of Cao Zuo, a shocking news spread throughout Dongfang City! 

And this news is that the people who have been robbing and killing people in recent days are the foreign 

life that invaded Blue Star, the remnants of the Wind Spirit Race! 

As soon as the news spread, it immediately swept the audience like a hurricane and tsunami. 

Almost everyone felt that the sky was falling! 

"My goodness!" 

"The remnants of the Wind Spirit Race are in our Eastern City!" 

"If there is no stimulus to the Wind Spirit Race, it all represents a cruel war that is almost annihilating 

the city. Is it possible that our Eastern City will be over?" 

"No! I'm not an adult, I haven't enjoyed the happiest thing in the world!" 

"Run away, while the Wind Spirit Race hasn't manipulated the beast tide to attack Eastern City, let's run 

away!" 

"Right, right, right! Let's go to the airport, we take the airship to other cities!" 

"..." 

Chapter 213: Cao Zuo's stupid way 

Countless people are as terrified and desperate as the end is coming. 

Immediately, a large number of people packed their belongings and rushed towards the airport. 

However, when they arrived at the airport, they found that the airport was completely closed! 

Someone got into the airport to check and found that even the energy of the Aura airship had been 

removed! 

Moreover, the mountain-like barriers of Eastern City gradually lit up! 

A layer of light covering the sky and sun shrouded the entire Eastern City! 

"Do not!!" 
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"We can't leave Dongfang City! It's over!" 

"As soon as the barrier shield is opened, it almost means that the tide of fierce beasts is coming. What 

should we do!?" 

"..." 

All the people complained and wailed, and some even began to curse Cao Zuo, the guard. 

And just now! 

In the center of Eastern City, three black dots gradually rose to the sky. 

These three black spots are the three martial emperors Cao Zuo, Ji Yuan, and Ren Tianfeng! 

"Everyone is listening!" 

Cao Zuo's voice was not loud, but it spread to most of the Eastern City, "The remnants of the Wind Spirit 

Clan are not as powerful as you think. 

He is already a turtle in the urn, and we will catch him sooner or later! " 

"Not bad!" 

Ji Yuan went on to say, "The reason why the airport is closed and the barrier is opened is to prevent the 

remnants of the Fengling tribe from escaping. 

We promise that we will seize the remnants of the Fengling tribe as soon as possible, put them to death, 

and return the Eastern City to peace! " 

"the above!" 

Ren Tianfeng said, "I, the admissions tutor of Xuanyuan Wudao Academy, the main city of Blue Star, Ren 

Tianfeng, can testify!" 

The words of the three spread all over Dongfang City and immediately caused a sensation! 

"It turns out to be a remnant of the Wind Spirit Clan who is not too strong!" 

"Yes! The guardian Cao Zuo dares to chase and kill this remnant, it means that Dongfang City has the 

strength to kill it." 

"Huh! What a false alarm, it scared me to death!" 

"Great, great! Let's go, let's go back!" 

"..." 

Countless people are talking about going back home. 

But at this time, Cao Zuo spoke again: "Now, to make it easier to search for the remnants of the Fengling 

clan. 

All people in the Oriental City, no matter what their identities, all have to go to the Oriental City Plaza 

for inspection. 



Violators, kill without mercy! ! " 

Murderous voices spread across the streets and alleys of Dongfang City, everyone was frightened! 

Immediately, everyone in the Oriental City began to pack their bags and headed to Oriental Plaza. 

In a short period of time, a large number of high-rise buildings were empty, and the streets were empty. 

Immediately afterwards, a large number of people were dispatched to conduct the most thorough 

inspection on those who arrived at the Oriental City Plaza. 

No matter what their identity is, they must be checked. 

at the same time. 

From the Oriental City Branch of the Warrior Alliance, Ji's family, and the other five Oriental City King 

Wu Clan, the King Wu was dispatched. 

28 people in total! 

These Wu Kings flew up into the sky, starting from the fortress barrier, and carrying out a carpet search 

with spiritual perception. 

A total of 28 Wu Kings were scattered, and there were seven Wu Kings in every direction! 

Their huge aura overwhelmed the sky and almost made the sky gloomy. 

At the same time, there were a large number of military commanders searching on the ground. 

Everyone carried the jade plaque, and once there was an abnormality, they could be alerted 

immediately. 

"Oh my God!" 

"All Martial Kings and Martial Kings in our Eastern City are dispatched!" 

"The last time there was such a big battle was when there was a wave of fierce beasts seven years ago!" 

"In order to catch the remnants of this Fengling Clan, Master Cao Zuo is really cruel!" 

"This Fengling clan dares to make trouble in our Dongfang City. It's really deadly." 

"Yes, I must go up and spit when Master Cao Zuo catches him!" 

"..." 

In Dongfang City, almost everyone was angry, discussing and cursing passionately. 

However, they had no idea that it was all Cao Zuo's lies. 

The other side. 

Such a big change naturally couldn't hide from Su Lang's eyes and ears. 

"Even drove everyone to a pile for inspection and started a carpet search?" 



Su Lang smiled in surprise, "How can such a stupid method be used? 

However, although this method is a bit stupid, it is really useful for ordinary people. 

It's a pity that to me, it's still not worth mentioning, even... it's asking for trouble! " 

Chapter 214: Hope you have enough wealth 

The reason why the three Cao Zuo dared to use such a dumb method. 

Everything is based on Su Lang's inability to use "Space Teleport". 

However, with a thousand heads from them, they couldn't think that Su Lang had no spatial attribute 

god-level technique at all. 

Su Lang's ghostly clone is completely dependent on that unreasonable clone dispatch function! 

At this time, the three of Cao Zuo have to pay for their mistakes 

——A total of 28 martial kings, all the martial kings of Dongfang City have been dispatched, and all the 

martial kings have also come out. 

Their rear, there is no more empty time than this time! 

"Humph!" 

"I hope you have enough wealth!" 

A sneer appeared at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "My one-click treasure hunting function is already 

level 9 too!" 

In the next moment, Su Lang dispatched all the nine clones! 

In the Ji family mansion, a Su Lang clone appeared directly in the courtyard that had been burnt down. 

At this moment, the entire Ji family was almost empty. 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang cloned his mental perception and began to search for the location of 

Ji's secret library! 

This is the benefit brought by the ‘medium spiritual intelligence’. 

If it was before, Su Lang would still need to use ‘perfect leaning’ to achieve this. 

The clone possessing a medium-level sapience unfolded the fog-condensing level of mental power, and 

soon locked several abnormal places. 

Some are made of hard materials. 

In some places, the spiritual perception swept away into nothingness. 

In some places, there were three military commanders guarding them, and they knew something was 

wrong. 

"Humph!" 
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The avatar of Su Lang hummed faintly, moving towards the place guarded by the three military 

commanders. 

The three Ji's martial artists are guarding a gate attentively. 

Immediately after their eyes flashed, they realized that there was a young figure in front of them! 

"who are you!?" 

"Why are you here!?" 

"Quickly, you...who are you!?" 

The three Ji's martial artists looked nervous, their voices trembled, and they were a little scared! 

This is one of Ji's secret library! 

Who could come here quietly? 

"Open the door!" 

Su Lang's avatar took off his mask, his voice indifferent. 

"It's you!" 

"You are Su Lang!" 

"You are here!?" 

The three Jijia Wushu commanders saw the face of Su Lang's avatar, and instantly lost their voices in 

horror! 

"Open the door!" 

Su Lang said coldly, "Otherwise, you will be killed!" 

While speaking, the Wu Wang-class breath and terrifying killing intent directly enveloped the three 

military commanders. 

The three Ji Jiawu commanders stood upside down in an instant, their hairs horrified, and their pupils 

shrunk to the same size as mung beans! 

"Say it again." 

"Open the door, otherwise there will be no mercy!" 

The avatar of Su Lang stepped forward, and an unsheathed golden long sword appeared in his hand. 

"It is the king of the Six Elders!" 

The three Ji's military commanders were almost gone, and one of them immediately fell to the ground! 

"You guys, don't understand me!" 



Su Lang's avatar waved with one hand, and the three Ji's martial arts commanders had no time to beg 

for mercy, and they were in different places! 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang's avatar slashed at the thick gate, and a loud bang like a bronze bell 

spread directly throughout the Ji family mansion! 

In addition, a large number of formations appeared on the gate, and its defenses were terrifying. 

However, Su Lang's avatar has an attack level of Advanced Martial King +, and coupled with the king 

weapon in his hand, the attack power that bursts out has reached the peak Martial King level! 

The strongest of the Ji family is just the junior martial emperor Ji Yuan. How strong can their secret vault 

formations be? 

Before long, Su Lang's clone broke the formation and opened the door! 

"boom!" 

The door was shattered, and a lot of precious light shone out, almost dazzling people's eyes! 

Su Lang did not hesitate to take it all, and then went to the next place. 

The same thing happened not only in Ji's mansion. 

There are also the mansions of the Cao family, as well as the individual Wu Wang family who have been 

in the same style with the Ji family and the Cao family! 

Almost all of these places left martial-arts-level guards, and there was more than a wave of fighting. 

Therefore, Cao Zuo and others soon discovered that Su Lang appeared in nine places at the same time! ! 

Chapter 215: How to explain this 

"Nine Su Langs!?" 

"He has as many as eight clones!? How could this be possible!?" 

"Oh my God, this is not true, it is definitely not true!" 

The three Cao Zuo looked at each other, their faces filled with disbelief. 

After a few deep breaths, the three people recovered from the shock and began to analyze. 

"Eight clones are absolutely impossible, even a god-level technique can't do it!" 

Cao Zuo said solemnly, "The only explanation is that these people are not his clones, but subordinates 

who pretend to be his clones!" 

"Not bad!" 

"Now that the space confinement formation has been activated, he can't use teleportation to move 

around nine places, creating the illusion of having eight clones." 

Ji Yuan also had a firm face, "These people who do it are definitely Su Lang's subordinates, or 

accomplices. 
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And he himself, perhaps hiding among these nine people, or hiding alone in the dark, trying to create 

chaos and escape. " 

"This Su Lang is really cunning!" 

"However, no matter how they toss, they are all turtles in the urn." 

The solemn expression on Cao Zuo's face turned into a sneer, "Let him toss himself. 

We continue the previous plan, compress their range of activities, and then sack them in one fell swoop! 

When the time comes, the wealth he robbed will return to our hands. " 

"Well, give it an order." 

Ren Tianfeng said lightly, "Don't let your subordinates panic." 

"it is good!" 

Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan showed cold smiles. 

At this time, they had settled on the conclusion they had guessed and returned to the situation where 

they had the chance to win. 

And if this scene were seen by Su Lang, he would probably laugh off his teeth! 

Immediately after. 

Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan gave orders to let everyone conduct a carpet search as originally planned! 

And those Martial Kings who were equally frightened, after obtaining the conjectured conclusions of 

Cao Zuo's trio, also let go of their hearts. 

Twenty-eight martial kings and a large number of military commanders continued to search for the trace 

of Su Lang. 

Slums, underground buildings. 

"Oh? The old nest was robbed by me, so I was indifferent?" 

"Since you don't care about me, then I will grab some more!" 

After discovering the actions of Cao Zuo and others, Su Lang raised his eyebrows, showing a touch of 

playfulness on his face. 

Immediately, Su Lang thought, and sent out the nine clones again. 

The place of this robbery is also fat and oily, and each one can make Cao Zuo and others distressed for a 

long time! 

The most important thing is that the three Cao Zuo once again discovered some unusual places. 

"My order has only been given for a few minutes, why did they start looting again?" 



Cao Zuo's pupils shrank and he said in horror, "Moreover, the location of the looting is so far away from 

before! 

You must know that even me, I have to do my best to span such a far place in such a short time! 

They are just mere kings of war, how can this be done! ? " 

The turbulent waves in Ji Yuan's heart are also difficult to quell: "Cao Zuo guards, is it because the space 

confinement formation has not worked?" 

"Do not!" 

"This is absolutely impossible!" 

Cao Zuo's face was sullen as water, "The powerful Wind Spirit Race was able to teleport during the last 

wave of fierce beasts. 

But after the space imprisonment array was activated, he could no longer use the space teleport! 

Su Lang Xiaoer and his subordinates are all at the level of King Martial Arts, can they be stronger than 

that Wind Spirit Race? " 

"But, how do you explain this?" 

Ji Yuan felt that his eyebrows were beating wildly, which was hard to restrain. 

"Perhaps a secret method to increase speed was used." 

Ren Tianfeng on the side suddenly said, "I have seen many Wuwang-level geniuses in the main city of 

Blue Star. If they use special secret methods, they can do this too." 

"That should be the case!" 

Cao Zuo nodded suddenly, "They must have used the secret method to increase speed!" 

"In that case..." 

Ji Yuan breathed a sigh of relief, "Then let the subordinates don't panic and continue searching!" 

"Ok!" 

Cao Zuo nodded, and soon he was about to give another order. 

But at this moment, another report appeared on Cao Zuo's Chuanxin Jade Tablet. 

"what!?" 

"Su Lang has started the third round of looting!? And..." 

Cao Zuo glanced, his eyes burst out immediately, his scalp exploded! 

Chapter 216: Start the fourth wave of looting 

"Cao Zuo guards, and what?" 
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Seeing Cao Zuo's face changed drastically, Ji Yuan suddenly felt bad. 

"and......" 

Cao Zuo's face was green, and he said in disbelief, "The place they looted this time is much different 

from the last time! 

The farthest place is near the southern gate of the Eastern City. 

This place is too far from the place where Su Lang looted in the last round! 

At such a long distance, even the secret technique to increase speed is absolutely impossible! " 

Speaking of this, Cao Zuo's pupils had shrunk to the extreme, and even a hint of powerlessness 

appeared on his face. 

When Ji Yuan and Ren Tianfeng heard this, they were equally shocked and pale in shock. 

"Isn't it possible to increase mystery?" 

Ji Yuan swallowed hardly, "Then, the space confinement formation is really useless for him!?" 

Their plans are all based on the space confinement formation method. 

At this time, the space confinement array has no effect, so the opponent can appear anywhere. 

This of course also includes places they have searched! 

In this way, their carpet search is simply a waste of effort! 

"This Su Lang is so weird!?" 

Ren Tianfeng couldn't help taking a breath, "My knowledge is not superficial, but this is the first time I 

have seen such a strange method!" 

"Damn it, what should I do now!?" 

Ji Yuan murmured hoarsely, and his rickety figure seemed to be more severe. 

"Calm down, think of a way!" 

Cao Zuomeng closed his eyes, the blue veins on his face trembling constantly. 

He had never hated Eastern City so much—the scope was so big. 

At this time, Ren Tianfeng said: "At present, it seems that our plan is no longer feasible. 

Even if our entire army is dispatched now and constantly searching for Su Lang and others, we will be 

juggled around. 

Then the only way is to let him come to the door! " 

Cao Zuomeng opened his eyes: "How can I let him come to the door?" 

"Temptation, or threat!" Ren Tianfeng said. 



As soon as these words came out, Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan's eyes lit up! 

"Yes! Temptation!" 

"Su Lang likes wealth treasures the most, he will definitely continue to plunder next!" 

A hint of joy appeared on Cao Zuo's face, "We can choose a few places to wait for the rabbits!" 

"exactly!" 

"Cao Zuo guarded, we immediately went to the place most likely to be looted!" 

Ji Yuan was also full of surprises, "Although you can't kill Su Lang in one fell swoop, killing his 

subordinates is also excellent!" 

"Yes, even if Su Lang and his subordinates can cross the space." 

"But it will take a while to tear the space to cross." 

Cao Zuo nodded heavily, "At this point in time, we can completely use mental attacks to kill him! 

It should not be too late, and it will change if it is too late. We are divided into three groups and set off! 

" 

After speaking, Cao Zuo immediately disappeared in place with a move. 

Ji Yuan and Ren Tianfeng looked at each other, and rushed in two directions separately. 

At the speed of the Emperor Wu, they quickly reached the three most vulnerable places. 

at the same time. 

Inside the slum underground building. 

Su Lang didn't know that Ji Yuan and the three were separated in ambush, waiting for the rabbit. 

However, even if he knew it, he was completely worth it! 

At this moment, Su Lang was looking at the mountain of spiritual stones and materials in the storage 

space. 

"The Ji family and the Cao family and these Wu Wang families are really fat!" 

"Sure enough, nothing is faster than looting money!" 

"There are still many goals left unattended, so I have to speed up." 

"Otherwise, if they send someone to take away the wealth and treasures, they will lose a lot!" 

With a little excitement in his arms, Su Lang took out the map and selected the target again. 

Immediately afterwards, nine clones came out, starting the fourth round of robbery! 

Lifeng Building. 



This is Ji's property, which specializes in mortgage business, and contains a lot of treasures and spirit 

stones. 

Now Ji Yuan is hiding in this building, holding his breath, waiting for Su Lang's clone to come. 

Chapter 217: The shock of the three Cao Zuo 

It didn't take long before Ji Yuan found footsteps outside. 

With Wuhuang-level ear and eye perception, Ji Yuan could even hear the shape of a person. 

"Man, weight..., height..., should be Su Lang's clone!" 

Ji Yuan had once killed Su Lang's clone, so he was relatively clear about this information. 

At this time, he looked happy, and began to explore his mental perception, and found that the person 

here was really exactly like Su Lang! 

"Hahaha!" 

"It's really Su Lang's clone, go to hell!" 

Ji Yuan was secretly overjoyed, yelled wildly in his heart, and immediately gathered his mental strength 

to kill Xiang Su Lang's clone! 

In his opinion, if this blow continues, no one will die. 

However, the next scene changed his expression! 

Ji Yuan only felt that the mental power he had condensed into one was like a hammer hitting a giant 

cauldron! 

"How come!? Puff——!!!" 

A violent backlash passed back, Ji Yuan was shocked on the spot, Qiqiao spurted blood! 

But Su Lang's complexion changed, but it didn't matter! 

The next moment, Su Lang, who discovered the abnormal shape, immediately took the clone back into 

the mysterious black space. 

"Ha ha......" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised, and his face showed disdain, "I want to kill my clone with a mental 

attack, really wishful thinking!" 

At this moment, three of his clones had already encountered Ningwu-level mental attacks. 

But none of the clones died, not even mentally traumatized. 

On the contrary, the three of Ji Yuan suffered one after another, and Ji Yuan, who had just broken 

through the Wuhuang level, suffered the most! 

Cao Zuo and Ren Tianfeng, an intermediate martial emperor, also suffered a lot. 
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And this result naturally made Cao Zuo, Ji Yuan, and Ren Tianfeng shocked and unbelievable! 

"Damn it! The mental attack failed!" 

"Obviously, the last time I killed Su Lang clone with one blow, how could it fail this time?" 

In the Lifeng Tower, Ji Yuan's seven orifices were bleeding, his headache was splitting, and the whole 

person was plunged into horror. 

"How can he stop my mental attack!?" 

In the Yangxuan Building, Cao Zuo had a bleeding in his mouth and nose, and his pupils shrank like mung 

beans. 

"Su Lang... evildoer, a living evildoer!" 

"Obviously he is only at the Wuwang level, but he has the Ning Mist level spiritual realm!!" 

In Fuhai Pavilion, Ren Tian's cover was pale and his eyes widened, as if he had seen a ghost. 

Immediately afterwards, the three of them left their place without hesitation and rushed towards the 

Oriental City Square! 

Not long after, the three gathered together again. 

"I failed!" 

Ji Yuan forcibly endured the headache, and said with difficulty, "The other party actually has the mental 

power of the fogging level!" 

"what!?" 

Cao Zuo was stunned, "The opponent you met also has the mental power of the fogging level?" 

Hearing what Ji Yuan and Cao Zuo said, Ren Tianfeng was also dumbfounded: "Hey, the opponents you 

two meet also have fog-condensing mental power?" 

"and also!?" 

Ji Yuan's mouth opened wide, his eyes protruding: "Master Ren...you...you mean, you also failed!?" 

"hiss--!" 

"Could it be that they all have fog-condensing mental power?" 

Cao Zuo trembled and said in disbelief, "But they...they are only at the level of King Martial Arts! 

How could it be possible to possess the mental power of the fog-condensing rank at the rank of 

Wuwang? " 

Three of you look at me and I look at you, everyone's face is full of shock and disbelief. 

At the same time, there is a trace of shame that is hard to hide! 

Sit back and wait for the rabbit... Sit back and wait for the rabbit! 



Not only did he not kill Su Lang's clone, but he suffered a great loss. 

It's a shame to steal chickens and not lose rice! 

"Next...what should I do?" 

Cao Zuo took a deep breath and asked. 

"If the temptation fails, then threaten..." 

Ren Tianfeng swept Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan, "Do you have Su Lang's handle?" 

"handle?" 

Cao Zuo smiled bitterly and shook his head, "I didn't!" 

"I have it here!" 

The pain on Ji Yuan's face eased a little, "Ji Ruxue was rescued by Su Lang, and Granny Ke is also with Ji 

Ruxue! 

Although Ji Ruxue's mother, sister and friends of different surnames were all killed. 

But there are still people who Ji Ruxue cares about are still alive. 

If Su Lang is threatened by someone Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke care about, he is likely to appear! " 

"By the way, when you say that, I still think of someone!" 

Cao Zuo suddenly smiled, "Do you remember Murong Xianxian? 

Su Lang snatched her away, naturally he liked her very much. 

If we threaten Su Lang with people from the Meditation Pill, then the chances of him showing up will be 

even greater! " 

Chapter 218: This tone sounds really hi 

"exactly!" 

"As long as these people are used to threaten Su Lang, he will show up with a high probability!" 

The pain on Ji Yuan's face completely turned into a sneer, "If he doesn't come out, then he is cold-

blooded and ruthless, Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian are definitely dissatisfied. 

If he saves people, he must face us face-to-face, and then he will have the opportunity to beheaded! " 

"In that case, just do it!" 

Ren Tianfeng nodded, "Hurry up and bring those people here." 

"it is good!" 

Cao Zuo coldly smiled, and immediately issued the order with the Chuanxin Jade Tablet. 
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Soon, a large number of warriors poured into the Oriental City Square, and began to search for people Ji 

Ruxue, Granny Ke cares about, and people in the Meditation Tower. 

The other side. 

Su Lang's clone robbed six locations again! 

At this time, the number of places Su Lang looted reached 33! 

Including Ji's Mansion, Cao's Mansion, Three Wuwang Family Lairs, and 28 various shops! 

These places are all fat! 

Among them, Ji's Mansion and Cao's Mansion, the Lingshi Sulang alone has harvested about 20 million 

middle-grade Lingshi. 

Each of the three Lairs of King Wu's family also seized 2 million middle-grade spirit stones. 

Each of the remaining twenty-eight shops has dozens of millions of middle-grade spirit stones. 

In addition, there are a lot of valuable goods! 

Su Lang simply estimated that if these things were sold, they would probably be able to earn more than 

20 million middle-grade spirit stones! 

"Hahaha, I didn't expect that before I knew it, I would have so many spirit stones again!" 

Su Lang's **** mouth opened an excited smile, and immediately after that, he immediately deposited 

all the spirit stones in the system. 

"Ding! All the gold coins and spirit stones have been deposited!" 

The balance of medium-grade spirit stones soared to 52568456! 

"More than fifty million middle-grade spirit stones! It's so cool!" 

Su Lang was so excited, "System, first upgrade me the one-key practice function, one-key martial arts 

function, and one-key alchemy function!" 

"Ding! Consume 10 million middle-grade spirit stones, upgrade the one-key training function to level 11, 

and increase the training speed to 2048 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consume 10 million middle-grade spirit stones, upgrade the one-key martial arts function to level 

11, and increase the training speed to 1024 times the base speed!" 

"Ding! Consume 1 million middle-grade spirit stones, and the one-key alchemy function is upgraded to 

level 7, which can refine elixir and lower-level pills!" 

"Ding! Consuming 10 million middle-grade spirit stones, the one-key alchemy function has been 

upgraded to level 8, which can refine the elixir of noble rank and below!" 

"Lying down!" 

A look of ecstasy appeared on Su Lang's face, "This reminder sounds really hi!" 



One-click training reaches level 11, and Su Lang can clearly see the speed at which the cultivator turns 

golden again! 

And the efficiency of the Wushu villain is getting faster and faster! 

Su Lang originally possessed the ability of ‘proficient in the fire,’ practicing the exercises can directly 

reach Consummation, but it takes a while. 

Now, this ‘a little time’ has been doubled again! 

"System, how long will I have to break through?" 

Su Lang couldn't help asking, "How long will it take for my three exercises to be completed?" 

"Ding! Host, you only need 2 hours to break through to the quasi-general level!" 

"Ding! Blowing Snow Without Mark, Wind Dance Taixu Jue, and Falling Sun Black Flame Record can 

reach the Consummation Level in just 6 hours." 

"It only takes 2 hours for the cultivation realm!" 

"It's actually three high-level attribute exercises, it takes 6 hours?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, even with a relieved smile: "That's right, even though so many things have 

happened, it has only been half a day from the time he got the ‘Professional Furnace’. 

Hey, I didn’t expect that I would turn the whole East City upside down in half a day. It’s really exciting! " 

After he was relieved, Su Lang focused his attention on one-key alchemy. 

The one-key pill refining of two consecutive upgrades does not bring bonus functions, but only increases 

the upper limit of the pill refining medicine tier. 

At present, the upper limit has reached the extremely powerful elixir! 

You know, this is the pill that the legendary Wu Zun can take. 

However, although he could refine the high-ranking pill, Su Lang's body was pitifully scarce. 

Even if he looted so many pill materials, there are only two of them! 

"Hmph, with the speed at which my cultivation base improves, I believe I will soon be able to obtain 

more high-level materials and refine high-level pill!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, and immediately put his eyes on the one-key treasure hunting 

function. 

"The one-click treasure hunt has been upgraded to level 10, and there must be a bonus function!" 

Su Lang showed expectation, "Don't let me down, the system, upgrade the one-click treasure hunting 

function!" 

Chapter 219: Ten-level one-click treasure hunting function! 
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"Ding! Consumption of 10 million middle-grade spirit stones, the one-click treasure hunting function has 

been upgraded to level 10, and the number of treasure hunting flying gliders has increased to 1024!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-click treasure hunting function to level 10, and you have 

obtained the new bonus function "Multiply Multiply"!" 

"Ding! The number of treasure hunting flying gliders has doubled, and the current number is 2,048!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-click treasure hunting function to level 10. You have got 

the new bonus function ‘come and go freely’!" 

"Ding! Treasure hunting flying flying gliders can ignore Wuhuang level and below attacks!" 

It was a series of system prompts again, Su Lang listened extremely comfortably! 

The ‘multiplication and multiplication’ function directly increases the number of treasure hunting flying 

flying flying gliders, which is equivalent to doubling the speed at which Su Lang can obtain natural 

treasures. 

And the effect of "coming and going freely" is even greater. 

Since the activation of the one-click treasure hunt function, the treasure hunt flying glider's life-saving 

ability has only doubled at level 5, which is capable of dealing with a general-level beast. 

During this period of time, in order to collect the treasures of heaven, material and earth, there are not 

a few treasure hunting flying flying gliders who have fallen into cooling after death. 

But with the function of "come and go freely", the treasure hunt flying flying gliders can swagger to 

collect the treasures of heaven and earth on the territory of the Martial Emperor-class beasts! 

Wuhuang-level, that is S-level, a super fierce beast that can panic most humans! 

"The system, send me all the treasure hunt flying gliders out for treasure hunt!" 

"It doesn't take long to think about it, I will be able to have enough Martial Emperor grade materials for 

alchemy!" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang couldn't help feeling a little excited. 

And at this moment. 

Su Lang suddenly moved his ears—he seemed to hear a call from a distance. 

"Su Lang remnant, show up immediately, otherwise we will kill your comrades!" 

"Su Lang remnant, you don't want the people in the Meditation Danlou, Ji Ruxue, and Granny Ke's 

relatives and friends to die, just show up immediately!" 

"..." 

"Lying down!" 

The corners of Su Lang's mouth twitched, "A magnificent martial emperor-level powerhouse, how can 

he do such a nasty thing?" 



At this time, the voice grew louder and louder, and Ji Ruxue, Murong Xianxian and Granny Ke also heard 

them. 

"Brother Su Lang!" 

Ji Ruxue was shocked, "What should we do?" 

"Master Su Lang..." 

Murong Xianxian also looked at Su Lang in panic. 

As the host of the Jingxin Pill, she really doesn't want the people in the Jingxin Pill to die. 

"Don't worry, don't they just want me out?" 

Su Lang rubbed Ji Ruxue's head and smiled, "It's a big deal, I'm going out now to see the trash that I 

played around with." 

"but......" 

Murong Xianxian showed concern, "Master Su Lang, they have Emperor Wu!" 

"Emperor Wu is nothing but can't kill me." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, "You are here waiting for me, I will meet them. 

By the way, you don't have to worry about your safety, my clone will protect you at any time. " 

While talking, Su Lang directly dispatched a clone to the vicinity of Oriental City Square. 

Immediately after. 

"Clone replacement!" 

Su Lang thought, and exchanged positions with the clone. 

The scene of the original underground room turned into a small alley. 

"Su Lang remnant!" 

"Appear immediately, or we will kill your comrades one by one!" 

"..." 

The penetrating sound still continued. 

Su Lang looked up and saw a thin, stern-looking middle-aged man floating in the air constantly shouting. 

This person is Ren Tianfeng! 

"Out of nowhere, Yuxu, I think it is the Emperor Wu of the Xuanyuan Martial Arts Academy in the main 

city of Blue Star!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and then called up Ren Tianfeng's attribute panel. 

[Name]: Ren Tianfeng 



[Race]: human 

[Qualification level]: No shortage 

[Realm level]: Intermediate Wuhuang 

[Attack level]: Senior Wuhuang 

[Defensive level]: Senior Wuhuang+ 

[Shenfa Level]: Intermediate Wuhuang+ 

[Endurance level]: Intermediate Wuhuang + 

[Spirit level]: Condensed mist 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, Jiulie Poyue Profound Jue (King level, Dacheng), Ziyang 

Body Refining Book (King level, Dacheng), Qianshan Xunkong Xuan Gong (King level, Dacheng) 

Chapter 220: Finally, you have shown up! 

"Awesome, it turned out to be a perfect qualification!" 

"Moreover, I have practiced the three king-level exercises to the Dacheng level!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "You deserve to be from the main city of Blue Star, and you deserve to be 

the tutor of Xuanyuan Wudao Academy! 

However, no matter how big your background is and dare to fight against me, you have to pay the price! 

" 

With a sneer, Su Lang directly released his vigorous aura. 

"boom!" 

The huge breath rose to the sky, almost a whirlwind was set off. 

And this sudden surging weather flame immediately surprised Cao Zuo and others. 

"This breath is not from any of our martial kings!" 

"I feel a bit of fighting aura left by Su Lang, very similar to this aura!" 

"It seems that Su Lang really came out, hahahaha!" 

"..." 

Cao Zuo and others were ecstatic. 

How miserable they were being played before, but now they got back a little bit, of course they exhale. 

And at this moment. 

When Su Lang moved, he reached the top of a building on the edge of Oriental Plaza within a few 

breaths. 
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Looking down from here, you can see the densely packed Dongfangcheng warriors. 

They are bustling, shoulder to shoulder, almost forming a sea of people. 

"Su Lang child, you finally appeared!" 

When Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan saw Su Lang's figure, their expressions were grim and resentment. 

They rose from the ground and flew to a short distance from Su Lang, slamming Su Lang in the middle 

one after another. 

Ren Tianfeng stayed in place to guard the people who threatened Su Lang. 

The other King Wu also came quickly from a distance, forming a huge encirclement on the periphery. 

At the same time, countless warriors in the square also saw Su Lang, and there was an uproar 

immediately. 

"Is the wind spirit tribe's remnant he?" 

"Looks so young, not even twenty years old!" 

"At such a young age, it is incredible to be able to confront Master Cao Zuo and Master Ji Yuan!" 

"He is the remnant of the Fengling Clan, you don't know how abnormal the Fengling Clan is, they are 

official warriors from birth!" 

"But, I don't think this Su Lang is like the Wind Spirit Clan. Isn't the Wind Spirit Clan with snow hair, 

handsome as a monster, and beautiful as a fairy? 

Although this Su Lang is also very handsome, he doesn't have any snowy hair! " 

"You stupid, doesn't he know how to dye his hair? If you are a Fengling clan, would you dare to sway in 

the Eastern City with a snowy hair?" 

"Oh, it turned out to be like this..." 

"Huh, the disguise of Su Lang's remnant is very good, but unfortunately, I still can't hide it from the 

master Cao Zuo who is aware of the details!" 

"Yes, yes, today is his death date, I wish I could slash him!" 

"..." 

Countless warriors talked about it, and the entire square was like a boiling pot. 

However, Su Lang turned a deaf ear to their comments. 

Some weak people who have been blinded by lies are just too lazy to care. 

At this time, he was viewing the attribute panel of Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan. 

Compared with Ren Tianfeng, the strength of Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan is far behind. 



Both of them could only explode the fighting power of the Intermediate Martial Sovereign, Su Lang 

dismissed it at all. 

"Cao Zuo, Ji Yuan." 

"As you wished, I showed up." 

Su Lang looked at Cao Zuo and Ji Yuan with a sneer in his eyes, "I didn't expect you to be able to do such 

a nasty thing." 

"Huh! Haven't you done it to threaten this kind of thing?" 

Ji Yuan's eyes were as cold as ice, "Just yesterday, you used my grandson's life to force my Ji family to 

hand over 500 billion gold coins. Did you forget?" 

"Hey, is Ji Wubo innocent?" 

"He personally killed Ji Ruxue's mother, sister with a different surname, and others. He was originally my 

enemy and Ji Ruxue." 

"There is nothing wrong with me using him to threaten you. On the contrary, this is a chance I gave him 

to survive, but you are cruel and unwilling to save him." 

Su Lang smiled calmly, "Look at the person you used to threaten me, which one is not innocent?" 

"innocent!?" 

"If you are involved with Ji Ruxue, it is the remnant of the Fengling Race!" 

Ji Yuan gritted his teeth and said, "For the remnants of the Fengling Clan, we should be wiped out. Even 

if it is my Ji family, I will kill my relatives righteously!" 

 


